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Standard hydrodynamics of super�uid Bose liquid was elaborated by Lan-
dau and Khalatnikov [1]. Domain of applicability of the Landau-Khalatnikov
hydrodynamics (LKH) is discussed in the literature (see, for example, [2]). Idea
that the super�uid liquid consist of two subsystems with di�erent properties
is very attractive. However, this liquid consists of identical particles. Here hy-
drodynamics of the super�uid Bose liquid is formulated as a hydrodynamics
of an one-component liquid with additional variable (order parameter) which
describes its broken symmetry. We introduce mass velocity by usual formula
πn = σ υn where πn , σ are total momentum and mass density of the liquid.�is
relation and standard de�nition allow expressing of velocity of syper�uid υs l
and normal υnl components by formulae υs l = υ l − σnω l /σ , υnl = υ l + σsω l /σ
(σ ≡ σs+σn ,ω l ≡ υnl−υs l ).Nowwe canwrite down all transformation laws from
laboratory reference system (RS) to local RS which moves with the velocity υ l :
ε = ε0+σ υ2/2, q l = q0l +t0lmυm+(ε0+σ υ2/2)υ l , t lm = t0lm+σ υ l υm where q l , t lm
are �ux densities of energy andmomentum, ε is density of energy. In the LKH [1]
RS of the local rest of super�uid component is used.�e basic thermodynamic
relation of the LKH can be rewritten in the form dε0 = Tds0 + µdσ + α π l0dπ l0
(µ ≡ µ0 +π2

0/2σ 2, π l0 ≡ σnω l , α ≡ σs/σσn). Pressure and entropy are connected
by relation ε0 + p0 = s0T + µσ + α π2

0 (µ0,s0,p0 are chemical potential, entropy
density, pressure and are denoted in the LKH with µ,S,p). Zero order contri-
butions in gradients to energy and momentum �uxes are given by expressions
q0(0)l = (s0T + α π2

0)α π l0, t
0(0)
lm = p0δ lm + α π l0πm0. Obtained formulas show

that deviation of hydrodynamics of super�uid liquid from hydrodynamics of
an one-component normal liquid is de�ned by parameter α. For the considered
system density of momentum π l0 can be treated as an order parameter.
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